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A series of strange robberies brings Axel Foley back to Beverly Hills to help his two fellow cops solve
the case. All the familiar faces of the first film are back... Axel Foley returns to Beverly Hills to help
Taggart and Rosewood investigate Chief Bogomil's near-fatal shooting and the series of "alphabet
crimes" associated with it. In the second installment to the highly successful "Beverly Hills Cop"
trilogy, we find Axel Foley(Eddie Murphy) returning once again to Beverly Hills to solve crime. This
time Axel is trying to solve the shooting of Captain Bogomil(Ronny Cox). As Axel digs deeper, he
discovers that Bogomil had been on the trail of a group of bank robbers, which are headed by
Maxwell Dent(Jurgen Prochnow), who just so happens to own an exquisite Beverly Hills gun club. So
Axel reunites with old buddies Billy Rosewood(Judge Reinhold) and John Taggart(John Ashton) to go
and solve the crime.

Being that this is the second film in the trilogy, one would expect "Beverly Hills Cop II" to either be a
step up or a step down from the first film. "Beverly Hills Cop II" tries to be stylish but can't even
though it's in the hands of Tony Scott, director of 1986's "Top Gun". The action here is a lot wilder
too, but after a while it starts to get pointless, especially in the ending shoot-out. Of course, Eddie
Murphy saves this film from being another average action-comedy, which is good. So when you
watch this film, try to be fair in judging in it.

I give "Beverly Hills Cop II" an 8/10. For some reason people have said that this sequel was
disappointing but I say this sequel was a bit better than the first one but not by much. A terrific cast
in this second installment though. How can you not like Bridgette Nielson and those long legs. Also
Murphy gives us some good laughs like always and delivers the goods as he always has for us in the
80's. The chemistry between Murphy, John Ashton and Judge Reinhold is so good. Reinhold delivers
and does it well with Murphy while driving the cement truck to the Playboy Mansion. Watch for a
cameo of Chris Rock parking cars at the Playboy Mansion. Chris Rock's first movie gig. The entire
cast in this installment is great and works well all together. One of the best scenes is when Axel
Foley visits the Gun Club to find some info out, he delivers a smooth line to Nielson that sticks in my
mind as a riot. Also the Playboy Mansion scene is one of the funniest as well. So take a look and buy
the DVD Box Set, comes out soon or is already out depending on when you are reading this. One of
Eddie Murphy's best movies by far. Cop II doesn't sizzle like the original. It plays like a movie made
by the numbers, an excuse to trot out Murphy and let him reprise the moves that earned the first
Cop $350 million and status as the top-grossing comedy in film history. [20 May 1987, p.D1]
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